
 

Definition A k is called

Cta Ef M is a complex

algebra t.tl 9 IR is a warm

Ol is complete in the t.lt topology
which makes it a Banach algebra
and Oz is an involution
with V aib.ca Red

a a

a b

ab btw
kalt Tat

Hat all Hattfall kalt property

NB We did not assume commutativity
or the existence of a 1 ER

The latter can be adjoined see homework

and tens in many practical cases we
will silently use wer du less



Examples

D the main example comes Gran
a Hilbert space H where 9 ICH
is the algebra of bonded operators
wat the operator harm

Hall sup Hayll
44 1

where is the adjoint

2 Ang closed subalgebra of DX
is also a CH algebra
and it can be down that

eing 4 algebra arises this
way although the correspond
H tends to be huge and is

anstneted using the Haha Benad.TL

3 Restricted to finite dimensions 2 0

G Mat luxa E

All file dimensional CA algebras

can be decomposed into a direct
sum of such full matrix algebras



4 let X be a locally compact
Haus darf space Then tue
continions factions vanishing at

infity
4 f X Elf continiane

HE o 7kt compact 1ft e

is a cannamtatin 4 algebra
upon pointwise additionmultiplicationand complex conjugation
The harm B gern b

fb 441
time this to www.t

Eng cammtatme 4 algebra
arises tus wag.ie for a

commtive Oe there ES 4 locally
opt Hansduff space 4cal st

Cdma E a



The following examples will be studied
in this course

4 For each point xdd

assign a finite dimensional Hilbert space
Je EE and define for Rocket

on D 49,24
For bad cc Kd we can imbed

9 da
by extending an operator by the

identity on Xx for to Mo

Furthermore far A n we

have Ok 2 9 las sabalgebras

far each 9 der b use Acc Rd

We canksform the algebra of all local
operators

Gau U G
Nidd



This contains all operators that act

nontrivially an finitely many Xx
This is however not closed So
we here to go to the quasi local
operators K

Oz Choc

to obtain CA algebra Those contain
the operators that can be approximated
by local operators and thus kann
to approach fast enough teichlity
when an goes to infinity in Rd

Far example the Ising model fads
in this categerg










